On the basis of the known principle of interactions prediction (Mesarovic) 
Introduction
Hierarchical control became standard for complex systems due to increasing difficulty of centralized management for such systems. It was necessary to divide the decision-making process into several levels to get reasonable complexity of optimization tasks on each of them. However, advent of multilevel hierarchical systems raised a new problem of matching and coordinating the decisions made on different control levels (see, for instance, [1] [2] [3] ). The key problems in the development of such systems are: specialization of subsystems within their inherent problems and coordination of control impacts at different levels of the hierarchy. In other words, the tasks for sub-systems and their quality criteria are necessary to form such a way that the shared performance of their tasks allows subsystems to perform a global task for entire hierarchy (compatibility postulate [4] ).
In general, the construction of the coordination principles (in particular, the interactions prediction principle [4] ) requires for seeking satisfactory solutions at the level of the lower decisive elements, which is consistent with the modern methods of decentralized control. Before this, it is necessary to solve three problems: first, to build a metric in the state space of the system; second, to specify a coordination principle, and third, to plan combine activities of the lower-level elements for reaching the general goal of the whole system. Let us consider the existing ways of solving these problems.
To solve the first of the mentioned problems, there are known methods to metrize spaces of data and knowledge in order to build their hierarchical taxonomies (e.g., [5, 6] ). Such metrics are based on plant characteristic tables of the taxonomy elements that are not suitable for dynamic systems. In economic applications of hierarchical systems (for example, [7] ), they only use financial indicators. This limits the generality of estimation and control for the state elements characterized by different units of measure. Methods of expert judgment processing like [8] are neither focused on the dynamic control problems.
As for the second problem, coordination is mostly investigated with regard to information coordination [9, 10] , behaviors coordination [11] or coordination of peer-rank objects [12, 13] , while most complex systems are hierarchical and need dynamic coordination of ISSN: 1693-6930 
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1409 interactions among subsystems of different levels in decision making. In the literature, the third problem (planning) concerns mechanical aspects of robots functioning [14] [15] [16] and does not consider informational interlinks among subsystems, which include their own decision makers.
In connection with the above-described, a change-based (gradient for continuous states and incremental -for discrete states) generalized criterion was proposed in [17] for the state estimation in hierarchical dynamic systems that allows to analyze numerical state elements. In terms of multi-objective optimization (e.g., [18] ), this criterion belongs to the global criteria with weight coefficients inversely proportional to the tolerances of scalar criteria. This idea looks reasonable since the more important is a criterion for the whole system, the less its devations are admissible from the Coordinator's point of view.
On this basis, we have developed a coordination principle for hierarchical systems [17] that implements the interactions prediction principle [4] for elements of a hierarchical system, taking into account the method of ensuring stability of local control signals in the collectives of automata [19] . Our coordination technique uses the necessary and sufficient conditions of coordinability for a locally organized hierarchy of dynamic systems.
In terms of system analysis, the proposed principle to coordinate hierarchical systems corresponds to the external (objective) approach to assessing the effectiveness of subsystems within a metasystem. This principle states as follows: sub-objects tasks will be coordinated with respect to the Coordinator's task, if the sign of the gradient of the generalized Coordinator's criterion for its current dominant scalar criterion will coincide with signs of gradients of this generalized criterion for all current values of scalar criteria for sub-objects. Efficiency of this technique was illustrated by its simulation for a network object [17] .
Thus, the earlier developed coordination principle fits only to hierarchical systems with quantitative quality criteria and numerical state spaces. In this paper, we extend the idea of incremental coordination to the systems admitting other types of variables as well. The approach we propose is implemented below for intelligent dynamic systems (IDSs) [20] designed for modeling complex dynamic systems in the state spaces with arbitrary types of state elements.
To illustrate our idea of coordination, we introduce IDSs paradihm [21] first, and then describe means for planning and coordination in this formalism since existing a plan to reach a goal state is a necessary condition for coordinating.
Synopsis of IDS [13, 20, 21]
An IDS is described as a discrete dynamic system.
where: X is a topological state space x  X with the proximity relation ; N is the set of natural numbers, which mark discrete points of time;  is the set of all subsets of X; :    is a closure function with the following property:
:   N   is a transition function with the properties corresponding to requirements for transition functions in the "classical" control theory:
If an IDS is based on rules that contain sets of formulas of a certain language L, dynamics of this IDS in markovian case is described by the following equation: Where:
set of facts that are added to the state x(t) (control signals); (t)  (t)    L is a set of facts that appear as a result of unpredictable changes in IDS's environment (disturbances).
The trajectory (4) is stable, if the function  is monotonic and  is monotonic with respect to the state vector (4) [21] . In what follows we assume that any referenced IDS meets these conditions.
IDSs Architecture
IDSs allow for knowledge representation both by rules and semantic networks [13] . Further on, we will consider the rule-based IDSs. In such an IDS, its knowledge base (KB) comprises a set of rules of the following format:
Where: C is a precondition (condition) of a rule;
A is a set of facts added after application of the rule ; D is a set of facts deleted after application of the rule . C, A и D are sets of formulas of the language L.
Any rule must meet the relation.
Any rule belongs to only one of the two classes: RD or RS. Every rule of the RD class contains an action applied to the external environment by an executive body or a procedure that computes and assigns a variable with certain values of some database attributes considering their values available in the current state. These actions result in changes of the IDS's database state. This group of rules describes changes of the system's state in time and is called "rules of (diachronic) transition".
Rules of the RS class are bind with no actions, they do not change the environment; rather, they change the knowledge of it. In other words, they represent the theory of the subject domain.
Then the IDS's knowledge base is:
IDSs Goal-Seeking Behaviour
As noted above, an IDS can be described by the relations (1) - (4). To comply with the property (2), no RS-class rules are supposed to be capable of removing facts [13] .
Then (, 1) is the transition function, and {((x, i))i  N} describes an orbit or a trajectory of the dynamic system.
Dynamics of a rule-based IDS (in the Markov case) is described by equation (4) . Let us consider the relationship between architecture of the knowledge base R (7) and properties of the model (1) - (4) [20] .
Suppose, L(R) is a set of formulas from the language L, which occur in the rules of R. Let   L(R) be a set of facts. If a sequence of rules П 1 , П 2 , …, П k from R is given, the set of facts S(П 1 , П 2 , …, П k ) derived after application of  rules from this sequence is defined by induction: 
Definition 3. A rule П i is called admissible one, if there is a control U i-1 , for which:
Definition 4. The sequence of rules and controls П = <(П 1 , U 1 ), (П 2 , U 2 ), …, (П k , U k )> is called a plan to achieve the state  from the current state , if: 1) each rule from this sequence is admissible;
Theorem [20] . For every pair of points (x 0 ,
In [13] , an algorithm is proposed to search for a sequence of admissible rules and their relevant controls that make up the plan to achieve the state  from the current state . According to the principles of dynamic programming, this algorithm works "backward in time" (starting from the target state). However, this approach is difficult to consider the rules of the RD class since they not always have an inverse operator. In connection with the written above, we now propose a planning procedure that works in "live time" starting from the initial IDS's state.
Direct Planning for IDSs
The above-cited theorem determines the necessary and sufficient conditions for existence a plan to transfer a system from an initial state x 0 to the end state x 1 . If we toughen conditions of this theorem and require for effective N-attainability of a pair of points (x 0 , x 1 ) rather than their N-attainability (see Definition 2), we can obtain a direct planning algorithm similar to the ideas of derivative-based control implemented in the "classical" automatic control theory.
Let x(t + 1) be an IDS's state vector obtained by solving the equation (2) at the step t + 1. Then x(t + 1) \ x(t) are the new facts that have appeared on this stage of inference. If the IDS is on a trajectory, which has the property of the effective N-attainability, then the emerging facts should not repeat all along this trajectory. Consequently, the following relation is true:
Then for synthesis a plan by direct inference, it is possible to calculate the intersection of already appeared new facts at each step k:
And choose the current control so as:
Hence, the procedure of the direct planning will look as follows: 1) Let x 1 is a target state and x 0 is the initial state of an IDS.
} is the set of admissible rules at the step k.
4) Apply a rule from П k and check the condition (12). If it holds, then k := k + 1 and go to Step 3, otherwise select another (not applied yet) rule from П k and return to the beginning of Step 4. If none of the admissible rules result in fulfilling the condition (12) , then the step k is considered a failure; the rule led to it is marked as a dead-end; backtrack to the previous step of inference; k := k -1 and go to Step 3.
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It is possible to show that, if there exist an effective (in the sense of Definition 2) plan to achieve the state x 1 from the state x 0 , then the described procedure will complete construction of this plan. The speed of implementing the plan will increase, if the algorithm will look through the entire set of admissible rules at Step 4 and, if there are several rules that satisfy the condition (12), choose one of them, П *k , for which the following relation is true:
Where x*(k) is the state after application the rule П *k and x i (k) are the states after application of any other rules meeting the condition (12) .
After obtaining a plan, we have to proceed with coordination during fulfilling this plan. In [13] , the possibility to control interactions within a team of "peer" IDSs (the ones with identical knowledge bases) is described. An example of such a group can serve vehicles involved in road traffic. We believe, it is of interest to investigate hierarchical systems, which include IDSs as elements of different levels. This will be done in the next section.
Coordination in a Collective of IDSs
As in [4] and without loss of generality, we consider a two-level IDSs system (Figure 1 ) where the top-level desision maker (Coordinator) DM 0 sends coordinating signals (adjusting parameters of the quality criteria of the lower-level IDSs)  i to the subordinated IDSs DM 1 -DM n and receives their feedback signals w i . For simplicity, we assume that all IDSs in the lower level are of the same type, i.e. have the same KBs (7). Such a team may take part, for example, in the solution of any construction task by a collective of robots, one of which serves as a job coordinator. Subordinated IDSs interact only via the controlled process P and have no information concerning the states of other IDSs in the same level, that is, the entire system is locally organized.
According to the principles of decentralized control, the purpose of coordinating signals  i , coming from the Coordinator to systems of the lower level, is a specification of such conditions for the tasks they have to manage that they would issue proper control signals m i , which ensure fulfillment of both their own goals and the task of the whole system. Correspondingly, there exist two concepts of coordinability for the lower-level systems: coordinability with respect to the task of the Coordinator and coordinability in relation to the global task. There are several modes of coordination [4] , the method of interactions prediction looks the most suitable for a collective of IDSs. In implementing this method, the Coordinator informs the subordinate systems about its desired values of interactions among them and each of the lower-level systems is trying to reach the corresponding predetermined value, assuming that the other subsystems will operate properly as well. 
Coordinability with Respect to the Coordinator's Task
When interpreting the method of interactions prediction for the two-level collective of IDSs, we assume that at the beginning of every stage of the operation t j , the Coordinator informs DM i about their desired states x i to be achieved at this stage. Thus, we should take  i = x i in Figure 1 . As feedback signals from the lower-level IDSs, the Coordinator uses their states x i as the most comprehensive sets of local information. Then natural formulation for coordinability conditions with respect to the Coordinator's task requires that each subordinated IDS can achieve the desired state from its current state x i . Obviously, this requires for existence a plan to achieve x i (t j ) from x i (t j ) [13] , i.e. existence a sequence of control impacts on the environment, which would allow to come closer to the desired state (in general, in the presence of disturbances). It is also clear that, generally speaking, every DM i may need different time to achieve a given state; therefore it is possible to propose two approaches to the organization of interactions among subsystems in time. Either the Coordinator shall generate the specified states, taking into account the potential of all lower-level IDSs to achieve them in a single cycle of the system, then you can synchronize the internal time of the IDSs, or the IDSs shall have the event-driven planning. Preference for one of the above approaches is determined by the specificity of the subject area. For simplicity, it is further assumed that the Coordinator's time and local times of all DM i are synchronized, and its increment is accepted equal to 1. Thus, t  T = {0, 1, 2,…}.
Under coordination by the method of interactions prediction, disturbances will occur in a system DM i , if the states of the lower-level systems are different from the ones set by the Coordinator. More detail description of the disturbances is only possible after a more specific description of the problem to be solved by a collective of IDSs and the environment; that is beyond the purpose of the given paper. However, in view of (4), we can interpret a necessary coordinability condition with respect to the Coordinator's task as a requirement to move "as close as possible" to end states for all dominated IDSs by the end of the current control step:
Where:
) is the best possible state for the DM i by the end of a control step;
) is any other attainable state for the DM i by this instant.
In [13] , it is shown that for stabilization of a trajectory of an IDS, i.e. for compensation of disturbances influence, it is enough to apply the following control:
Considering (4), the relation (15) will look like:
Where: x(t + 2 / t + 1) is the prediction for the value of the state x at the instant t + 2 made at the time t + 1 in absence of disturbances; x(t + 2 / t) is the prediction for the value of the state x at the instant t + 2 made at the time t considering disturbances, which existed at that point, and assuming absence of disturbances at the time t + 1. Formulas (15) , (16) allow to take into account unavoidable delay of control signals because of unpredictable disturbances from the environment [4] .
Given (4) and (16), the necessary condition for coordinability with respect to the problem of the Coordinator (14) takes the form: 
Coordinability in Relation to the Global Task
Let us assume first that the two-level system of IDSs is single-purpose, and this purpose is to achieve a given external state of the Coordinator x 0  X 0 . In the above-mentioned example with the construction, the purpose x 0 can be formalized as a clear description of the expected results (e.g., a drawing of the building). Then the system will be coordinated in relation to the task of achieving x 0 , if the Coordinator will be able to find a set of predicted values x i  X, i  I at the time t so that (after their issuance to the subordinated IDSs and subsequent impact of these systems on the environment) the Coordinator's state will move closer to x 0 . To present this statement more formally, let us detail the task of the Coordinator.
For the Coordinator, disturbances are deviations of the current states of its subordinated IDSs from their given values, and control signals are expected states of the lowerlevel IDSs. Accordingly, after receiving the feedback signals from the subordinated IDSs (a onestep delay is assumed to exist for each IDS and for reaction of the environment), the Coordinator's state equation can be represented similar to (4):
Where:  0 (t):
is the functional mapping of the impact of deviations of the current states of subordinates IDSs from their given values upon the general state of the job; u 0 (t) is a general description of the predicted job's state for the next step. Relation (18) shows that the Coordinator DM 0 should solve two disparate tasks: first, to evaluate the current progress and to develop a strategy for further solving the problem on the basis of this assessment; second, to allocate tasks for the next step among the subordinated IDSs. Therefore, the structure of the Coordinator should be presented in the form shown in Figure 2 .
Here: BOSS stands for the Block to Objectify the current State of solving the problem and to develop Strategies for further action; its state equation is described by the relation (18); BCA i denotes the Blocks to Correct Actions, which are responsible for mapping a generalized description of the job state predicted for the next step to the anticipated states of their subordinated DM i .
Then, by analogy with (16), the formulated above coordinability statement for a collective of IDSs in relation to the global task can be written in the form:
If you do not separate BCAs within the Coordinator, it should receive disturbances as a vector with the following components:
And DM 0 will directly generate x i as its output signals. 
Results and Discussion
Change-based management procedures seem to be effective in different applications for control systems. In the prevoius and the given publications, we have proposed such methods to coordinate interactions among components of a hierarchical system and to plan its general behavior for both numeric and non-numeric metrics upon the state spaces of these components.
The possibility to construct hierarchies for solving multi-purpose tasks is evident as well. Then, the goal state of the Coordinator (x 0 in Figure 2) will depend on time and should be selected within the system with the use of a preference relation on the set of goals [13] . Such problems can arise, for example, in problems of structure control for the virtual enterprises [22, 23] . However, they require for a separate consideration.
Conclusion
For locally organized hierarchical collectives of intelligent dynamic systems, we have found necessary conditions of coordinability both with respect to the Coordinator's task and in relation to the global task of the whole hierarchy. Besides, we have proposed a procedure for direct synthesis a plan to control such a hierarchy. Further research in this field ought to cover at least the following directions: search for necessary conditions of coordinability and planning; development of specific coordination algorithms for certain classes of jobs; looking for ways to prevent conflicts among the decision makers responsible for different subsystems within the hierarchy; extending ideas of incremental coordination to other problems like logistics, virtual enterprises, etc. 
